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Executive Summary In the past quarter, the VAO completed at least beta versions of all planned software products and demonstrated these products and tools for the VAO Science Council. These include the Data Discovery Tool, the SED builder/analyzer (Iris), VO-IRAF, the cross-matching tool, the integrated time series tools, the VAO Explorer (semantic search), VOSpace (distributed data system), the TAP (Table Access Protocol) Client (Seleste), and the TAP Server. We also completed two technical evaluation studies: SkyAlert/VAO integration and an inventory and assessment of data-mining tools. The Science Council assessment of VAO progress was very positive, and their report has been published to the arXiv electronic preprint server.1 The overall conclusions of the Science Council include these remarks: “Based on the results presented by the VAO this July 2011 in Cambridge, the VAO-SC is extremely pleased with the positive response of the VAO, its high performance, timely deliveries after this first year of activity, and vision for the future of interoperable multi-domain data analysis. The VAO has listened to science input and has delivered. The VAO is on the right track to meeting crucial needs of the astronomical community.” Following on from the advice of the Science Council, the VAO Management team prepared V1.0 of the Year 2 Project Execution Plan and delivered this document on schedule, on September 1, to NSF and NASA. VAO Management also submitted (on August 23) a formal response to the NSF/NASA ad hoc panel review held in April, and prepared for the fall VAO Board of Directors meeting (October 13-14). Dr. Joseph Lazio (JPL) assumed the role of VAO Project Scientist. He was selected after a public search in which a number of well-qualified candidates came forward. Lazio replaces D. De Young who stepped down from the position after many years of excellent service, both as NVO and VAO Project Scientist. We are also establishing a VAO User’s Committee; Dr. Christopher Miller (U. Michigan) has agreed to chair this group. Now that the new VAO science tools and services are being deployed, we have initiated a program of professional outreach for which planning began over the



1



Fabbiano, G., et al. 2011, arXiv:1108.4348v2
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summer. We will have a special workshop on the Sunday just prior to the January 2012 AAS meeting in Austin, Texas in which we will demonstrate the new research tools for the community. This will be followed up by a VAO exhibit where astronomers can work with our team one-on-one to explore the new tools. We are also planning two VAO “community days” (November at SAO, December at Caltech) as additional venues for demonstrating the latest VAO resources. All demonstrations will be set in the context of real-world research activities. Routine monitoring of VO services by our Operations group shows a continuing up-trend in the number of fully compliant VO services, and we continue to work with service providers to resolve problems (most problems are minor violations of VO standards that do not seriously affect the value of the services). Nevertheless, we do find services that are obsolete or not being maintained, and these are now being flagged in our resource registry so that our science applications and tools do not use them. When services are repaired we simply reset the flag and the resources become available again. VO services supported within the VAO organizations were invoked at a rate of 400,000 to 1 million times per biweekly period over the last quarter. The IVOA Executive Council promoted version 2.0 of the VOEvent standard to a Recommendation, and the ObsTAP standard (for describing astronomical data collections) will be brought to the IVOA for promotion at the October IVOA Interoperability Workshop in Pune, India. Substantial progress was made on the standards underlying the spectral energy distribution services: spectrum data model, photometry data model, and the SED data model that integrates the two others. These are all topics for further discussion at the Pune Interop meeting. A workshop focusing on the use of VO tools in high school, junior college, and college education will also be part of the AAS special session. This will feature, in particular, how Microsoft’s Worldwide Telescope can serve as a vehicle for formal education, including its capabilities for directly accessing VO data services. Our EPO team is also collaborating with the Zooniverse project, where we will provide programmatic interfaces to several VAO services to augment the Zooniverse experience. We are also working with NASA mission centers to make press-release images more fully VO-compliant, allowing them to be compared more readily with other astronomical imagery.
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1 Management 1.1 Reporting and Communications This Quarterly Report covers the period 1 July 2011 through 30 September 2011. Task Area leads provide biweekly written reports to the Program Manager, B. Berriman (IPAC) and the Director, R. Hanisch, to inform them of achievements in the past two weeks, measure performance against milestones, and to report problems that have recently appeared so corrective action can be taken early. Management reviews are held quarterly. In these reviews, work area leads assess progress against the Project Execution Plan (PEP) and identify important issues that must be addressed by the team to ensure the goals of the PEP are met. The VAO schedules regular management and technical telecons and e-meetings (using the WebEx facility). Berriman leads a weekly Management team telecon attended by the Director, the task leads and their deputies. The telecons are intended to ensure the task areas remain focused on executing the PEP. Each work area holds weekly telecon or WebEx meetings. Meeting minutes are recorded and action items are tracked to completeness. R. Hanisch (STScI) leads a weekly executive telecon attended by Berriman, J. Lazio (JPL), A. Szalay (JHU), and M. Huffman (AUI). G. Fabbiano (SAO), Chair of the Science Council, joins this telecon on a monthly basis to review progress and discuss issues related to science initiatives. The project uses WebEx to carry requirements and design reviews for science products. These reviews are led by the Product Development leads or their deputies, and are attended by representatives of Management, User Support and Operations, as well as by the development team itself. This past quarter, the project held reviews for the Portal, Scalable Cross-Comparison, Desktop Integration and Time Series science deliverables.
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1.2 Meetings The VAO Team Meeting was held at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts on July 25-27, 2011. The meeting was attended by nearly 40 members of the project. The Science Council, chaired by Fabbiano, held its annual meeting at the SAO on July 27-28, 2011. Members of the team gave demonstrations of science initiative products for the Council. The Council commended the VAO team on its excellent progress on Year 1 science initiatives and made recommendations for Year 1 development priorities. The annual Program Council meeting, chaired by Berriman, was held at SAO on July 28-29, 2011. The council agreed on priorities for Year 2, negotiated work packages for the member institutions, and prepared the Year 2 Program Execution Plan, which was delivered on schedule on September 1, 2011. Hanisch co-chaired (with E. Griffin, DAO) the Science Organizing Committee for the IAU Symposium No. 285, “New Horizons in Time Domain Astronomy,” which was hosted by Oxford University, September 19-23. VAO team members M. Graham (Caltech) and R. Seaman (NOAO), with R. Williams (Caltech) and T. Murphy (U. Sydney), organized a special interest session on tools for time domain astronomy research, and G. Djorgovski (Caltech), with N. Cross (Edinburgh), organized a session on optical/near-infrared transient surveys. P. Protopapas (CfA) organized a session on time series analysis algorithms. J. Lazio (JPL) gave a paper entitled “Electromagnetic Counterparts to LIGO-VIRGO Events: EVLA Observations,” and Djorgovski spoke on the topic of “Science strategies of synoptic sky surveys.” Other VAO team members in attendance included A. Mahabal and A. Drake (both of Caltech), and A. Rots (SAO). Griffin, Seaman, and Hanisch are editors for the conference proceedings. Djorgovski was a principal organizer (with G. Longo, Naples) for the AstroInformatics 2011 meeting held in Sorrento, Italy, September 26-28. This was followed by a one-day workshop on semantic astronomy organized by Graham. VAO team members R. D’Abrusco (SAO), C. Donalek (Caltech), G. Fabbiano (SAO), R. Hanisch (STScI), and A. Mahabal (Caltech) gave papers. A. Goodman (Harvard) gave a remote presentation. R. Ebert (IPAC) also attended. Berriman gave an invited presentation at the U.K. e-Science 2011 meeting in York, England, entitled “The Application of Cloud Computing to Scientific Workflows: A Study of Cost and Performance,” and participated in a panel discussion on “A Community Capability Model for Data-Intensive Research.”
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The VAO Board of Directors will meet October 13-14 at the AUI/VAO corporate offices in Washington, DC. The next IVOA Interoperability workshop is October 16-21 in Pune, India. A number of VAO staff will be attending the annual ADASS conference in Paris, France November 6-10.



1.3 Other Activities The VAO Management team has been involved in the following technical and oversight-related activities: 



Writing a detailed response to the April review panel report. This was submitted to NSF and NASA on August 23.







Writing the Year 2 Project Execution Plan (PEP) and submitting it on schedule to NSF and NASA on September 1.







Planning the first in a series of VAO “community days” (SAO in November, Caltech in December).







Planning demonstrations of VAO science tools at the January 2012 AAS meeting (special session, Sunday afternoon prior to the meeting).







Supporting organization of the AAS Special Session.







Establishing the VAO Configuration Control Board and setting up a process for the review and approval of all VAO documents and software releases.







Overseeing preparation of demonstrations of VAO Science Services for the Science Council and for The Astronomical Data Analysis Software & Systems XXI meeting, Paris, France.



1.4 Project Schedule and Milestones The following milestones were met this quarter: 



Year 2 Project Execution Plan







Users Forum







Beta Releases of Portal and Cross-Matching Service







Science Council and Program Council meetings
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Quarterly Report (this document)







Configuration Management System







Data Mining Study Report







Table Access Protocol Client







Approval of AAS Special Sessions



1.5 Community Interactions The primary activity over the past quarter has been in the area of professional outreach, with a focus on both the American Astronomical Society’s next meeting and VAO participation in community summer schools. At the 219th American Astronomical Society Meeting (Austin, Texas, January 8– 12, 2012), the VAO has an approved Special Session and Workshop. Figure 1-1: Extracts from the science program of the American Astronomical Society’s 219th Meeting showing VAO-organized sessions.
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“Cyber-Discovery and Science for the Decade” This Special Session, organized by J. Lazio, will feature four (invited) speakers highlighting how science objectives, such as those described in the New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy & Astrophysics Decadal Survey are demanding increasingly larger data sets and methods for accessing them and extracting information from them will be increasingly necessary in order to conduct the science of interest to the community. There is also a contributed poster session. “Science Tools for Data-Intensive Astronomy” This workshop will happen in conjunction with, but before the start of, the main meeting. The anticipated structure is as a set of tutorials, one for research astronomers and one for area educators. The research astronomy tutorials will illustrate VO tool functionality, using examples based on data sets likely to be generated by current and future instruments. The exact schedule is still being developed, but an illustrative tutorial might be the construction of a spectral energy distribution (SED) for a blazar from radio to gamma-rays, with the inclusion of (mock) ALMA data using the VO SED tool. We have begun contacting the organizers of summer schools that are likely to be occurring during the summer of 2012. We have identified several summer schools that are potential hosts for a VAO lecture or tutorial. To date, we have contacted the organizers of: 



NRAO Aperture Synthesis School (notionally mid-June 2012), and







NASA Sagan Exoplanet Summer (July 23–27, 2012).



The focus of the Sagan Exoplanet Workshop is “Working with Exoplanet Light Curves,” and they have been quite receptive to VAO participation in the workshop. Berriman was appointed to the Advisory Board of the Astrophysics Source Code Library (ASCL), an online reference library of astrophysical source codes used to generate results published in or submitted to a refereed journal (http://asterisk.apod.com/viewforum.php?f=35.) Dr. C. Miller (U. Michigan) has agreed to chair the VAO Users’ Committee. Miller participated in NVO development work and was a member of the NVO Summer School faculty, where he demonstrated how to use VO tools in the study of clusters of galaxies.
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Dr. Stanimir Metchev (State University New York, Stony Brook) used the crossmatch engine to perform a preliminary cross-match of the 2MASS All-Sky and SDSS Data Release (DR) 8 data sets to identify 34 brown dwarf candidates that may represent the transition between L and T type stars, or which appear to have unusually low surface gravities and metallicities. Metchev is using the SpeX spectrometer at the InfraRed Telescope Facility (IRTF) to provide definitive identifications of these candidates.



1.6 Key Personnel Dr. Joseph Lazio (JPL) was appointed VAO Project Scientist in July 2011. He replaces Dr. David De Young.



1.7 Financial Status Spending in this quarter proceeded at expected rates. Details are provided in the financial supplement. The financial status of the NASA-funded organizations has not been provided to VAO Management.



1.8 Plans and Issues 



Demonstrate VAO services at the ADASS XXI meeting.







Hold the VAO Community Days.







Hold the VAO team meeting (December 8-9, Caltech).







Deploy the User Forum.







Prepare exhibit for AAS meeting; prepare for AAS Special Sessions.







Deploy operational Portal, Cross-Match and Time Series Services.
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2 Operations A number of key initiatives were completed or initiated in the third quarter of 2011, notably providing automated notifications to responsible parties for all VAO services, and investigating the feasibility of content management systems to manage the VAO Web site. As VAO science services come online, operations is particularly addressing the need to monitor both the aliveness of these services, and ensure that logs are managed to enable the VAO to assess the science value of science services. Routine operations continued. Hurricane Irene caused a significant interruption in VAO services for several days with STScI, JHU, and HEASARC services all affected due to power interruptions at these sites. Recovery was rapid once power was restored.



2.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities Operations activities are coordinated through weekly telecons and the active Operations mailing list. The VAO Wiki is use to record minutes of all telecons. Operations reports are sent to the team. These describe the operations status of all aspects of the VAO. Reports are sent on a biweekly basis. The Operations report includes the status of all VAO services, usage statistics, anticipated service interruptions, the status of compliance of VAO and VO services, health monitoring of the VAO Web site, and statistics indicating the penetration of VAO and comparable Web sites. Graphs of some of the most interesting statistics are kept. Some of the plots from the most recent report are included below. Two critical efforts were led by the Operations team but involved other areas in this quarter. The Operations team worked with User Support, EPO, and other elements to specify the overall organization of the VAO Web site. The team has also been testing content management systems that would be used by all team elements.



2.2 Techical Activities and Accomplishments 2.2.1 Web Site A key effort in the past quarter has been the beginning of a study to determine if a content management system can be used to provide a uniform mechanism for VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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building “standard” Web pages (i.e., this probably would not include Web pages that provide custom science services, but would include help, standard forms, links to personnel, etc.). An initial literature review suggested that CM systems would be able to meet our needs and two systems in particular, WordPress and Drupal, seemed to be most likely to meet our needs. On the Operations VM provided by NRAO, T. McGlynn (HEASARC) set up WordPress and Drupal to investigate how easy it is to build the kinds of Web sites we are looking for. S. Emery Bunn (Caltech) and McGlynn have built a number of test pages on the system. A full report will be provided to VAO Management in the next quarter. The Operations team led a team-wide discussion using the VAO blog, wiki, and mail system to determine the overall structure to be used for VAO Web pages. A report was sent to VAO Management and will be implemented in the next quarter. A VAO blog was established using Google facilities at http://usvao.blogspot.com. A number of discussions have used the blog, sometimes in conjunction with the wiki. The general idea is that preliminary ideas are open for comment by users. When a proposal begins to be formalized, its contents are moved to the VAO wiki, where members of the team may offer more detailed comments. This model was followed for the discussion of the Web site structure.



2.2.2 Internal Services Numerous internal services are maintained for use by the team. Calendars, mail and wiki services are maintained by Emery Bunn. All mail messages are archived and are available through our internal Web site.
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Figure 2-1: Uptime for VAO and NVO Legacy Services 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0



Uptime



VAO Services



NVO Services



(Failing validation services depressed the aliveness statistics on Oct. 14, but no user services were affected.) The JIRA service is used by all elements of the team for tracking various kinds of issues and is maintained by I. Barg (NOAO). She has responded to many requests for setting up detailed work flows or reports to enable customization to needs of specific groups with the VAO team. The Subversion (SVN) repository is operational and the first few meetings of the VAO Configuration Management (CM) Board, chaired by Berriman, have been made. VAO software has been installed in the development areas and a number of tasks are now ready for transfer into the fully controlled areas of the CM system. A. Mahabal (Caltech) is the CM officer and has led the development of CM policies.
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Figure 2-2: Configuration Management System Usage
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D. Tody and W. Young (NRAO) provide a VAO Virtual Machine (VM) server to support VAO Operations services at NRAO. This has been used as a testbed to investigate several Operations issues, including how we can distribute resources and the current investigation of content management systems.



2.2.3 External Services The VAO Operations team monitors the uptime of VO data providers and the compliance of external providers to VO standards. Several times each week we note when services go down and contact the appropriate providers. A service monitor checks each site hourly to see if services are up. A validation service checks every registered VO service roughly monthly and does a detailed check of compliance with VO standards using validators developed at the NCSA. Web pages exist for both sites and the results of detailed validations are recorded in a database for reference. At the end of this quarter, about 51% of VO services worldwide tested by validators passed validation. This compares with about 70% of services hosted at institutions affiliated with the VAO. The fraction of validated VAO services has grown slowly as we fix issues with existing services and remove obsolete ones. Compliance within VAO institutions has consistently been much greater than for the community as a whole. The majority of non-compliance issues concern handling of error conditions (such as poorly-formed queries) and do not affect
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normal operations; nevertheless, we are working diligently with service providers to reach much higher levels of compliance with VO standards. Figure 2-3: Fraction of services passing validation



A major effort was made during this quarter to identify and remove obsolete services from the VAO registry hosted at STScI. This included all services registered in the VO, not just VAO services. Following the deprecation plan developed last quarter, M. Preciado (HEASARC) used the database of validation queries to determine an initial set of services that had major issues in responding to validation queries. Messages were sent to the responsible parties for all of these services and a number of services were upgraded in response. For a few services, no response was made or it was indicated this service was no longer active. A final list of 19 services was marked as deprecated in the VAO registry at STScI by T. Dower (STScI).



2.2.4 VAO Science Services Test versions of the VAO Data Discovery Tool are now available to the public with significant demos planned for the January AAS. The Iris SED Analysis Toolkit is now available for download and services to build SEDs for input into Iris are also available. Currently this is hosted at the CfA but will be moved to the central VAO site once a content management system is installed.
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The VAO registry/directory at STScI (maintained by T. Dower) and SSO services at NCSA/NOAO remain supported as VAO services to the community. Development of the registry to restore full capabilities for users to register new services is under way. Limited support is provided to legacy NVO services.



2.2.5 Service Maintenance and Monitoring All VAO and VO services are monitored. The graph in Fig. 2-4 gives the number of distinct issues for which JIRA reports were filed. Preciado manages the monitoring of all services and initiates tickets when anomalies are discovered. Figure 2-4: Operations issues in each two-week interval.



2.2.6 Service Mirrors and Backup Mirrors are already available between NOAO and NCSA for the single-sign-on service. NCSA provides a backup for the SVN repository hosted at Caltech. JIRA services are backed up at NOAO and an external hot backup is planned. The VAO registry is backed up at STScI and an external mirror is planned. Further mirroring activities have been largely deferred, pending an understanding of the level of support available for VAO Operations.
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2.2.7 Service Logging and Usage VAO usage from the logs in indicated in the Fig. 2-5. Currently, these numbers are dominated by VO services at VAO-affiliated organizations. Subsequent reports will break out the VAO science logs. A. Thakar (JHU) is working with a number of institutions to ensure logs are being collected and that the logging database is responsive. Recently we have been working with personnel at STScI, NED and CfA to ensure logs of the Data Discovery Tool and Iris science services are available for analysis. Figure 2-5: Usage of VAO institution VO services.
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2.2.8 Test Environment A plan for the testing environment was discussed and agreed upon within the User Support team. Hardware for a test facility has been purchased by NOAO and has been set up.



2.3 Plans and Issues A decision and implementation of the content management system is the key deliverable for Operations in the coming quarter. All VAO personnel will be expected to use this system for public Web sites.
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The full implementation of the CM process, including review of VAO software by a Configuration Management Board, has been delayed but the use of the development CM area has ensured that no code is at risk. The linkage between releases, requirements, and tickets is not yet available. Currently, science service logs are not available in the central log repository. Work is ongoing at STScI and NED to ensure these logs are collected (they are currently retained at the host sites). Some VAO institutions have no regular representation on the VAO Operations telecons; it will be essential to have effective communications, particularly when there are VAO science services hosted at these sites.
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3 User Support 3.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities The User Support Task Lead, E. Stobie (NOAO) and Deputy Task Lead, B. Thomas (NOAO), held regular biweekly group telecons to discuss and plan User Support activities. Thomas participated in all of the weekly Quality Assurance and Testing (QA&T) meetings except while on parental leave from mid-July through the end of August. During that time Stobie participated in the meetings. Thomas also had several meetings with members of the Product Development group to discuss software requirements, development, schedules, and testing. Stobie developed the User Support section for the Year 2 Project Execution Plan and prepared a budget for the NOAO participation in the VAO. Stobie and Thomas hired test engineer, P. Norris, to oversee development of test plans and assist in testing. He joined User Support at NOAO in late August. Stobie, S. Emery Bunn (Caltech), I. Barg (NOAO), G. Muench (SAO), and W. Young (NRAO) supported the VAO team meeting in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Stobie also supported the Science Council and program management meetings in Cambridge.



3.2 Technical Activities and Accomplishments 3.2.1 Quality Assurance and Testing Data Discovery Tool – The V1.0 release candidate was tested and a test report was written with the recommendation that it be released as a beta version for the VAO community. The QA&T team participated in planning for the V1.1 release scheduled for December in support of the AAS Community Workshop. A comprehensive test plan has been developed in the categories of artifact completeness, regression testing, targeted testing, comparison with external results, performance, and security. SED – Testing was performed on beta versions 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 using both Mac OS 10.6 and Linux RedHat 5.7. Weekly or biweekly meetings were held with the development team lead (J. Evans, SAO) and developers to discuss
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testing issues, bug report priorities, and future plans. The QA&T team prepared a test report for beta V2.5 participated in its software release review and recommended its release to the public. Twenty-two bug reports were submitted, 13 of which were resolved. None of the remaining bugs were of blocker or critical status. VO/IRAF Integration – W. Young (NRAO) developed a draft test plan and placed it on the Product Development Trac site. Test cases have been identified and preliminary test scripts have been checked into the SVN repository for VOTable and SAMP integration. Scalable Cross-Comparison (SSC) – K. Mighell (NOAO) tested the Scalable Cross-Comparison Service and found it worked well, except on some occasions there were problems with the VO Table Check Service using IPAC-generated input tables from the IPAC Gator Catalog Access Service. Time Domain – Unit tests were performed by M. Lynn (Caltech). P. Butterworth (HEASARC) has joined the QA&T team. The new test engineer, Norris, participated in QA&T meetings for science initiatives and reviewed project documentation on science initiatives. He updated the test plan documents for SED, SCC and VO/IRAF and is beginning to review requirements documents for Year 2. Thomas worked with R. Plante (NCSA) and G. Green (STScI) of Product Development to bring up a test node at STScI and resolve issues in how to test support projects and how the project should store artifacts (artifact repository). The Continuous Integration/Build (CI/Build) system developments include the addition of a new test harness to automatically test the SED Service, the technical integration of the CI/Build with the artifact repository, and new test projects for SED/Iris, SED/Service, and SED Importer. Windows nodes were configured in the test system at NOAO.



3.2.2 Training and Advocacy Muench released an alpha version of the User Forum on August 5. After some re-theming of the forum, a beta release was made on October 7 with email invitations to the Astrobites list, the Astrobetter.com blog, the CfA user group, and the IPAC/IRSA user group. The total audience contacted was approximately 100. The VAO team is beginning to participate in the Forum, with about 15% logging into their forum accounts.
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Muench worked with other VAO team members at CfA to plan a VAO Workshop/Expo in the Boston area in mid-November. Stobie, Emery Bunn, and M. Huffman (AUI) held several AAS Workshop/Exhibit planning meetings, selected and ordered the flash drives that will be used for distributing software and tutorials to meeting attendees, selected the preferred exhibit location and placed an order, and met with a larger group to discuss the workshop agenda. Emery Bunn formatted, tested, and fine-tuned VAO Portal documentation and supported the deployment of the Portal beta release. Emery Bunn also posted several news items on the VAO Web site, Facebook, and Twitter, including VO News: VO India Software Releases & Updates, an introduction to the new VAO Project Scientist, Dr. Joseph Lazio, and the release of the Iris SED analysis tool. Emery Bunn, Barg, and Stobie worked with T. McGlynn (HEASARC), B. Lawton (STScI), and other VAO team members to devise a proposal for the VAO Web site structure.



3.3 Work in Progress Work will continue on the testing of the science initiatives in preparation for their release to the user community and for their demonstration at the AAS. Planning will continue for the VAO community workshop and exhibit at the winter AAS meeting in Austin, Texas. Work will continue on the development of an agenda for the Boston and California VAO Community Day with the intent of expanding to other cities in the future.



3.4 Plans and Issues The following tasks are planned: 



Continue to support VAO User Forum and increase participation from the VAO team.







Continue testing of the services for the SED, Portal, Scalable CrossComparison, VO/IRAF integration, and Time Domain science initiatives and prepare for major releases by the end of the year for the AAS Workshop/Exhibit.
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Continue to work with Product Development to complete the requirements for the Year 2 science initiatives.







Continue to plan the Community Days in Boston and Pasadena, as well as the VAO demo at ADASS, and the workshop and exhibit at the AAS.



The original process adopted for the development of software products proved to be too cumbersome. This process is being refined for a more lightweight system to which all parties can adhere. This process will assure that plans for each of the major development projects are captured in formal requirements.
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4 Product Development The activities in Product Development over the last quarter were strongly influenced by the review by the VAO Science Council that occurred at the start of the quarter. At that review, we demonstrated many of the products we’ve been developing, particularly those that had recent releases. We took their feedback not only as input for the Year 2 Project Execution Plan in Product Development, but also as an influence on what efforts we emphasized while closing out Year 1. We note that in addition to the regular development and testing work, the developers have been involved in various reviews, demonstrations, and outreach planning. In particular, in this quarter we gave demonstrations at the Science Council meeting of the Data Discovery Portal Tool, Iris (tool for analyzing SEDs), the Cross-Comparison tool, the TAP Server, the Seleste TAP Client, VOSpace and Single-Sign-on, and VO tools in IRAF.



4.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities In addition to supporting the development projects and overseeing their transitions into testing, more of our attention has been on planning for Year 2. We are planning science use case development meetings for each science initiative identified in the Proiect Execution Plan. The first one was conducted as an in-person meeting at STScI to discuss the future of our Portal development. As part of this planning, Plante (PD lead) has called for a design of the Portal as a collection of loosely connected tools that work together. This provides a vision for integrating the Cross-comparison Tool with the Data Discovery Tool as well as opens the door for other science tools to be added into the framework in a seamless way. Plante continues to collaborate with B. Thomas (User Support; Testing Lead) on infrastructure for testing and building. While Thomas has been prototyping use of automated testing systems and product artifact repositories, Plante has been working on a common build framework that integrates with both of these.
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4.2 Technical Activities and Accomplishments 4.2.1 Technical Progress: Science Initiative Projects VAO PORTAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND INTEGRATION We were encouraged by the Science Council’s positive review of the Data Discovery Tool as a powerful tool for easy discovery of images and catalog (see previous report for a summary of its capabilities). They recognized that some of the new techniques for drilling down, particularly faceted browsing, are quite helpful to users. Noting the way that the TAP Client product dealt with in-line user help, they recommended that we apply the same technique to the Discovery Tool. At the end of the last quarter (just after the public beta release), we had developed a small list of new features for implementation in subsequent releases in Year 1. We organized a special team workshop to document the key science use cases for driving Portal development; this occurred Sept. 3-5, 2011 at STScI. One use case, finding images for a particular region of sky for the purposes of planning future observations, was identified as the driver for the next release to be used in demonstrations at the January AAS meeting. Meanwhile, significant work is under way to address the prioritized list of bugs and feature requests to improve the overall usability of the tool. Also in this quarter, we have prototyped the inclusion of “thumbnail” images into the list of results where they are available; the ability to quickly browse the contents of images has been identified an important need for several of our use cases. Finally, we have successfully demonstrated the use of WebSAMP, the emerging IVOA standard for communicating between Web applications running in the browser with local applications running on the desktop.



INTEROPERABLE SED ACCESS AND ANALYSIS This quarter saw the completion of the production release of Iris, the tool for finding and analyzing spectral energy distribution data sets (SEDs). This includes the SEDImporter tool and its underlying library SEDlib. (As a downloadable product itself, the SEDlib allows Java application developers to read and write SEDs in accordance with standard data models.) Documentation for Iris was updated for the new release, and new documentation was generated for the SEDlib library.
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Features included in Iris Release v1.0, identified from evaluation of beta releases, include: a SAMP interface between SEDImporter and Specview for file transfer, an Iris smoke test that verifies a good installation of Iris at the user’s site, and several data handling and plotting upgrades. Iris documentation was updated to include a download and help section for SEDLib as a stand-alone package. This will provide an opportunity for external developers and data providers to make use of this library to generate VAO compatible SED files. Testing was completed; and we plan to release the products pending final Configuration Management approval (scheduled for October 2011). Planning for Year 2 development is now under way. This includes a study of how to better modularize the Iris components at the library level for more flexible use by developers.



SCALABLE CROSS-COMPARISON While the Scalable Cross-Match Service we demonstrated was rated quite favorably, the Science Council felt the service was sufficiently feature-complete for most users and therefore recommended we de-prioritize further enhancements in the face of other priorities. We are concentrating efforts on completing deployment of the current service.



VO-IRAF INTEGRATION The major addition of functionality in this quarter was the addition of SAMP support, which allows IRAF to talk to other desktop applications. In this implementation, directives to handle data can be sent in both directions: IRAF can send data to other desktop applications, and other applications can send data or information back to IRAF. Also, general purpose VO utilities are being collected into an IRAF package. Finally, to facilitate testing and release, a test harness (specialized for IRAF) was developed.



4.2.2 Technical Progress: Support Projects VOCLIENT Much of the capabilities made available to IRAF as part of the VO-IRAF project were enabled through extensions to VOClient, a toolkit with multi-language support for creating scripts and desktop applications that can interact with VO services. Added in this quarter was a C-based SAMP library for communicating
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with other desktop applications. VO capabilities are now available via commandline tools in a common interface. Formal testing has begun as well.



VOVIEW LIBRARY We completed a new alpha release, and the library now awaits availability of testing and release resources. Meanwhile, D. Hinshaw (HEASARC, lead developer) has been engaging the community of interested users with the latest version. We see continued interest in this product in both Europe and Canada; consequently, we plan to migrate the source code to the Google Projects repository to further foster open development.



VAO SECURITY FOR PORTALS AND VOSPACES OpenID-based login services are now available in beta and are being scheduled for final testing. We have also completed a beta version of a Portal developer’s toolkit that makes it easy to add support for VAO logins into a portal. This currently includes Java/servlet and Python support as well as some commandline tool for use in the simplest CGI scripts.



VOSPACE A beta version of a scalable implementation of VOSpace (a standard for networkbased storage) was completed. This included the full file-based access service functionality and a Web-browser-based GUI interface. This latter interface was integrated with VAO authentication services to support users with VAO logins. Some planning work has been done for integrating its use into the Portal— namely, for use with the Cross-Comparison Tool and the Data Discovery Tool.



REGISTRY IMPROVEMENTS A beta version of a new publishing interface has been completed. In September, T. Dower (STScI; the lead developer) met with R. Plante (NCSA) in September to plan the integration of VAO authentication services.



TAP CLIENT A beta version of the TAP Client, Seleste, has been completed and demonstrated to work with a few different TAP Server implementations. It has a fairly complete interface for composing sophisticated database queries and executing them asynchronously. In the last quarter, we have filled out support for a command-line interface to the client that can be used to submit queries VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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programmatically. We have also made revisions to the packaging of the tool to support VAO testing.



TAP SERVER IMPLEMENTATION As we finish up Year 1 work, lead developer D. Nandrekar (JHU) has been collaborating with Y. Zografou (TAP Client lead developer, CfA) to test the server and client together, and a number of issues were addressed. We have integrated support for VAO authentication with X.509 certificates. One issue that is still challenging is providing support for astronomical region queries in an easy, generic way. Going forward, it appears we will have to provide multiple solutions, each tuned to a particular database backend.



4.2.3 Technical Progress: Study Projects SKYALERT-VO INTEGRATION (TIME SERIES ASTRONOMY/TRANSIENT SOURCES) This study project completed its Year 1 goals and its findings were documented in a report submitted to our Configuration Management Board. This report covers the requirements we need to support a community interested in up-to-the-minute announcements of detected transient events. It assesses the support already provided currently by the SkyAlert project and considers what is needed to migrate SkyAlert operations to the VAO. Finally, it lays out a schedule for carrying out that migration. This will be key input to Year 2 planning.



DESKTOP INTEGRATION The purpose of this study project was to lay a multi-year strategy for integrating the user’s desktop environment with the VO that takes us beyond the work started in the VOClient and VO-IRAF integration projects. In this strategy, the initial priority would be to establish collaborations with various telescope facilities (e.g. NRAO, Chandra, JWST, Gemini) to assist with an integration of VO capabilities with their respective desktop analysis environments (e.g. CASA, CIAO, PyRAF). A following priority is to develop the application framework that was prototyped as part of our collaboration with the European OPTICON project.



4.3 Plans and Issues Our primary focus at the start of this next quarter is testing and releasing the products that were completed in our Year 1 development. We are currently
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reorganizing some of our effort—primarily among developers—to provide more resources for testing to support production releases of science services that are in development. Planning for Year 2 has also been a major focus. In particular, we are planning science use case meetings for all of our Year 2 initiatives to help define requirements and priorities. At our last team meeting, some developers indicated that a number of system engineering issues seemed unresolved and that they were not sure where to pose system engineering questions (e.g. what are the requirements for generating tool documentation? Where should it reside?). This has motivated a system engineering audit to be led by the Product Development Deputy Lead, G. Greene, is leading.
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5 Data Curation and Preservation 5.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities DC&P activities during this quarter were limited to the Semantic Interlinking Project.



5.2 Technical Activities and Accomplishments Milestones 1(a), 2(a), 3(a,b,c), 4(a,b,c,d) (see Technical Milestones, below) were all accomplished. K. Bohemier, our summer student, completed her internship, with a good knowledge of Python, data munging, and ontologies. Along the way she helped us with modeling, loading, and the start of a new but very important thrust to map targets to sources. A. Accomazzi will discuss this at the IVOA Interoperability Workshop in Pune, India. CDS may be able to support this effort as well. Milestones 1(b) and 2(b) were partially accomplished, and have been now been given lower priority to allow us to focus on other areas’ work on 2(c) has yet to begun.



5.3 Technical Milestones There were two informal milestones in this quarter: the VAO team meeting in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the VAO Portal meeting in Baltimore, Maryland. The informal goal for the former was to have a good portion of MAST included on the publication side. The informal goal for the latter was to have data included on the Observations tab. Both goals were met, though the complete population of MAST into the observations tab required further work to the end of September. The formal milestones are: 1. Ontology: a. updates to ontology to reflect MAST data modeling b. updates to ontology to reflect the conf database 2. Loading:
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a. loading of all spectral MAST, minus HLA, HST b. loading of images in MAST (UIT) c. HLA



3. Server: a. node.js server b. Redis database c. Loading process scripts 4. Client: a. observations tab b. refactoring Ajax-SOLR into more MVC framework c. user interface improvements d. saving of resources and queries



5.3.1 Work in Progress The current prototype is available through ADS Labs: adslabs.org/semantic/alpha/explorer/publications. More refactoring work is underway, and discussions are ongoing with ADS staff as to how to efficiently implement query transfer from publications to the observations tab. This feature will be debuted in the prototype to be readied by the January AAS meeting.



5.4 Plans and Issues 1. Loading more projects has been slow. 2. Formal publication of ontologies as IVOA notes still in the offing due to lack of available resources.
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6 Standards and Protocols 6.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities Following the IVOA Interoperability meeting in Naples, Italy in May, M. Graham’s (Caltech) term as Chair of the IVOA Grid and Web Services Working Group has expired, as has R. Seaman’s term as Chair of the IVOA VOEvent Working Group. M. Graham is the new Chair of the IVOA VOEvent Working Group while O. Laurino (SAO) is the new Vice-Chair of the IVOA Data Models Working Group.



6.2 Technical Activities and Accomplishements 6.2.1 Development of Standards SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS (SED) An IVOA discussion list was set up for the SED data model in July. D. Tody (NRAO, co-author with J. McDowell of the SED data model) posted the status of the data model identifying issues needing discussion, as well as a posting on the data model architecture required to uniformly represent SEDs, as well as spectra and time series data. A special session was held in connection with the VAO team meeting in Boston, Massachusetts in July to discuss the SED data model. J. McDowell and D. Tody met following the meeting to discuss the data model architecture in more detail. It was agreed to generalize the Spectrum 1.2 data model to serve as the core model for all irregularly sampled (tabular) spectrophotometric data, including 1D spectra, time series, and SEDs. Discussions of these data models continued through the summer with the goal of concluding agreements on the data model architecture and the SED and spectral data model standards by the time of the fall IVOA Interop meeting in Pune, India in October.
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SPECTRA AND RELATED STANDARDS The RFC periods for the Simple Spectral Access V1.1 and Spectrum data model V1.1 updates continued throughout this quarter. The draft documents were updated several times in response to feedback from the RFC. Promotion of both documents to Recommendation status is expected in the fall. These were fairly minor updates to bring the documents up to current IVOA standards and to fix minor issues, with no major changes to the interfaces, which remain backwards compatible. Work on the draft Spectrum data model V1.2 document continued as well. This adds support for the new (still draft) Photometry data model required to support SED generation, as well as time series. Discussion has centered on how to generalize Spectrum V1.2 to serve as the core model for all irregularly sampled spectrophotometric data.



TIME SERIES DATA Development of a standard data model for time series data (e.g., light curves) remains a high priority as this is needed to support distributed time series data analysis and to provide a uniform interface to access time series data at multiple sites. Work continues to analyze feedback received in the past quarter regarding the IVOA Note on time series data. Most of the effort this past quarter has, however, centered on the data model architecture and the core Spectral data model which will support spectra and SEDs as well as time series.



TABLE ACCESS The ObsTAP specification is used to query an index of science data products based upon a standard Observation Core Components data model to implement global data discovery. The request for comments (RFC) period for the ObsTAP specification concluded in mid-July. The IVOA TCG RFC period then began and ran until mid-September. Substantial comments were received in both review periods and the document was revised several times in response to the comments. In particular there was an extended discussion of how to represent complex observational data, such as from x-ray (e.g. Chandra) and radio, allowing both observational data (e.g., event lists, visibilities) to be exposed as well as more advanced data products, such as images or cubes. The ObsTAP specification is expected to become a Recommendation following final discussions at the Pune Interop in October.
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Some work was done on the parameterized query language (PQL) specification, which will extend the Table Access Protocol (TAP), adding support for parameter-based queries and the ObsCore data model. D. Durand (CADC), F. Stoehr (ALMA, ESO) and others proposed an alternative query syntax for the WHERE expression in this interface. Further discussion of PQL is planned for the Pune Interop.



IMAGE AND DATA CUBE ACCESS No activity this quarter.



FOOTPRINTS No activity this quarter.



EVENT NOTIFICATION ENHANCEMENTS The VOEvent 2.0 specification (the standard information packet for representing the discovery of a transient celestial event) (R. Seaman, M. Graham, A. Drake) has been approved by the IVOA Exec as an IVOA Recommendation. This version includes support for tabular data, time series and semantic references. Work on subsequent standards (led by M. Graham) defining an event query protocol (SEAP) and how event infrastructure is registered in the registry (VOEventRegExt) is now proceeding. Discussion has also started on the collection of data associated with events (known as portfolios) and how these should be represented and accessed. There is certainly potential overlap with the DataLink concept being explored by the IVOA DAL and DM groups. The final report for the VAO SkyAlert integration study has been produced and is just undergoing final editing. This is based heavily on use cases for both event notification refinements and transport protocol requirements gathered from various transient astronomy projects (LSST, LOFAR, ASKAP, GAIA, LIGO, CRTS, AAVSO).



GRID AND WEB SERVICES Minor issues arising from implementation were raised over the summer regarding VOSpace V2.0 (interface to distributed storage), specifically about synchronous data transfers, initiating third-party data transfers, and error codes. These will be resolved at the Interop in Pune and the specification will then start proceeding through the IVOA standardization process in November. VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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In light of the important role that scientific workflows will play in the working methodology of astronomers facing the next generation of data-intensive facilities and archives, the IVOA GWS Working Group has undertaken a detailed analysis of the state of the art of workflows within the framework of the VO involving languages, design tools, execution engines, use cases, etc. (led by A. Schaaff, CDS). The preservation of workflows and the capability to replay a workflow several years after its design and implementation was also a major area of focus. There is much experience within the VAO with all types of workflows and several individuals (B. Berriman, J. Mazzarella, J. Evans, etc.) contributed to this study. An IVOA Note on workflows has been produced, drawing on the experiences, references, remarks, etc. of participants and this will be a topic for discussion at the forthcoming Interop.



OTHER IVOA WORK The IVOA StandardsRegExt specification, which describes registry metadata for IVOA standards, has completed its RFC period and is ready to be sent to the IVOA Exec for final approval. The SimpleDALRegExt specification, which describes registry metadata for simple data access services, has now entered its RFC period. Work has also continued on the TAPRegExt specification, which describes how TAP services should be registered, and the AppRegExt specification to describe applications in the registry—this would support an “app store”-type functionality.



6.2.2 Prototypes and Reference Implementations Work has continued by JHU, NCSA, and Caltech on a reference implementation of VOSpace V2.0, focusing on security aspects, particularly supporting SingleSign On capabilities. This includes support for X.509 certificates and the NCSA OpenID authentication service and OAuth authentication that can be authorized by either X.509 or OpenID. There has also been work on integrating TAP with VOSpace at JHU. Iris documentation was updated to include download and help sections for SEDlib as a standalone package. This will provide an opportunity for external developers and data providers to make use of this library to generate VAO compatible SED files.
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Reference implementations of the SED and time series access protocols within the DALServer service framework have been produced at NRAO. A reference TAP implementation including support for ObsTAP queries and PQL will follow from NRAO later in the year.
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7 Technology Assessment This task area has been discontinued, and its work has been absorbed into other task areas.
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8 Education and Public Outreach 8.1 Coordination and Oversight Activities During the past quarter, the VAO EPO program personnel at STScI’s Office of Public Outreach (OPO), NASA/Goddard HEASARC, and Johns Hopkins University (JHU) have continued coordination of the program's formal education, informal education, and citizen science projects. Several meetings have taken place over phone and at STScI with VAO EPO members to plan and implement the VAO EPO formal education plan. The VAO EPO program made significant progress in building collaborations with outside EPO groups and corporations, which are further described below. B. Lawton (STScI) continued to inform the VAO management of the EPO progress. A presentation of the VAO EPO program was given at the VAO team meeting in Boston. B. Lawton also began a VAO EPO biweekly teleconference with VAO EPO members to get a more consistent accounting of the progress of the program.



8.1.1 VAO Partnership with Microsoft The VAO EPO team is partnering with Microsoft in order to use Microsoft's World Wide Telescope (WWT) in the VAO EPO formal education program. During the quarter, conversations between the VAO EPO team and Microsoft developers of WWT (J. Fay, Y. Xu) have taken place for the continuing development of the formal education pilot lesson that will be targeted at high school and community college educators.



8.1.2 VAO Partnership with Zooniverse The VAO EPO partnership with Zooniverse is being supervised by J. Raddick (JHU). The goal of this project is to implement VAO tools into Zooniverse to enhance the experience of Zooniverse users. During the past quarter we held a VAO/Zooniverse meeting during which a framework for cooperation was established. Members of the Zooniverse team (Chris Lintott, Lucy Fortson) were introduced to VAO tools in development. From this introduction, the Zooniverse team requested that the VAO develop a Web-based application programming interface for the VAO Data Discovery Tool and the Cross-Match tool. The VAO Product Development teams for these tools have agreed to include these projects into the product development cycle. The Zooniverse team is compiling a
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list of the types of queries they would expect their users would request from the VAO tools so as to better inform the VAO Product Development teams.



8.1.3 VAO Partnership with NASA’s Night Sky Network The VAMP project's goal is to tag NASA press-release images with standardized metadata. VAMP currently uses AVM standards; however, these are not VOcompliant. The goal of this partnership is to determine what is required to make the AVM standards VO-compliant so that NASA press-release images can be accessed via VAO tools. Initial conversations have taken place between B. Lawton (STScI), J. Harris (STScI), and members of the VAMP team (R. Hurt, G. Squires, C. Christian, L. Frattare). A meeting is scheduled in the upcoming quarter that will bring together experts in VO standards with experts in AVM standards to determine an efficient method for making AVM standards VOcompliant.



8.2 Technical Activities and Accomplishments Following the guidelines of the VAO plan, the following activities have been accomplished this quarter.



8.2.1 Formal Education Product Development The VAO EPO team is developing a pilot formal education STEM-based lesson using Microsoft's WWT. The pilot lesson is currently being developed for use in high schools and community colleges. To create a lesson that will meet the needs of educators, the EPO team needs to become proficient in using WWT. The EPO team must also give educators the resources to learn how to properly use the tool as well. Over the past quarter, the VAO EPO team has had an internal (STScI) professional development workshop to learn how to use WWT and to brainstorm ideas for how educators may teach STEM-based subjects using the tool. The workshop was hosted by F. Summers (STScI), who is proficient using WWT and other astronomy-based visualization tools. The EPO team is now preparing a workshop for the winter 2012 AAS meeting in Austin, Texas. This workshop will show high school and community college educators how to use WWT and give ideas on how it can be used to teach STEM-based subjects. Over the past quarter, the educators on the VAO EPO team at STScI (B. Eisenhamer, H. Ryer, D. McCallister) began finding the educational benchmarks that would be highlighted during the workshop. The VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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educational team also began outreach to Austin-area educators to inform them of this workshop and drive up interest and registration. The workshop will be run by the VAO EPO team with help from Summers.



8.2.2 VAO EPO Web Site During the previous quarter, the VAO EPO team played a role in discussions about the future of the VAO Web site and its structure. Members of the VAO EPO team from STScI, HEASARC, and JHU attended teleconferences to give input. For marketability reasons, the VAO EPO Web site will be a separate site with clear links to the main site and will use an existing URL, virtualobservatory.org. We will begin updating and populating this site with VAO EPO content in the coming quarter.



8.2.3 VAO EPO Promotion The VAO EPO team has presented our program to the education community at several venues the past quarter. A poster of our formal education philosophy, goals, and implementation strategy was presented at the ASP meeting in July 2011. From this effort, interest in our program was evident in several groups, including the ASP. We are now working with the ASP to create an informal education framework for the VAO. The VAO EPO program was also presented at the Chicago, Illinois retreat of the NASA Science Mission Directorate's Astrophysics EPO community in September by B. Lawton and B. Mattson (HEASARC). There was considerable interest in using astronomical data to teach STEM-based subjects at the retreat. The VAO EPO program benefited from this pre-existing interest by gaining support and potential collaborations during the retreat. In particular, conversations were held with members of the ASP and VAMP about potential collaborative projects. The EPO program will have a presence at the winter 2012 AAS in Austin, Texas. Besides the formal education workshop mentioned earlier, the EPO program will present a poster of our work and hand out informational bookmarks. During the previous quarter, initial plans were discussed with VAO EPO members on the content on the bookmarks and the poster.
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8.3 Plans and Issues The EPO team has made considerable progress over the past quarter in our formal education program and in building partnerships with outside groups. Over the next quarter, the EPO team will continue building collaborative frameworks with Zooniverse, NASA's Night Sky Network, and VAMP. We will put considerable work into developing the VAO EPO Web site and prepare for our workshop and presence at the winter 2012 AAS in Austin, Texas. In the coming months we also plan to develop our first podcast developed by EPO members at STScI and HEASARC and recorded by Mattson. The EPO team will be producing tangible results within the next quarter in the formal education program and the EPO Web site design.
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9 Organization Reports California Institute of Technology S. G. Djorgovski (Caltech PI) has participated in VAO Science Advisory Council activities and various management activities relating to the Caltech subaward. M. Graham is Task Lead for Standards & Protocols. He is also the Caltech Program Council member. A. Mahabal is task lead for Technology Assessment and Configuration Manager, although it was decided at the VAO team meeting in July to discontinue the TA WBS. All Caltech VAO members have participated in various weekly and biweekly VAO telecons and WebEx meetings. Mahabal has started convening meetings of the VAO Configuration Board. S. Emery Bunn supervised the import of the NCSA NVO SVN repository into the VAO SVN repository. Emery Bunn serves as the VAO and the IVOA Document Coordinator Caltech hosts the VAO and IVOA Web sites, mailing lists, wikis, document repositories, and RSS feeds, all of which are managed by Emery Bunn, as are the VAO Facebook page and Twitter stream. She worked on the VAO Portal documentation and supported deployment of its beta release. She has also supported the VAO forum and is heavily involved in the planning for the VAO presence at AAS 219. Graham is the product lead for the SkyAlert-VAO integration study project (PD 1.16). He has produced a final report for this, along with A. Drake and Mahabal, and this is undergoing final editing. Graham is the product lead for the Tools for Data-to-Knowledge study project (PD 1.19). A final report for this has been produced by him, C. Donalek and A. Mahabal, and this is undergoing final editing. Graham has been involved in the ongoing development of the VAO VOSpace implementation with JHU.
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Graham is the Chair of the IVOA VOEvent Working Group. Graham has been involved in the final development of the VOSpace 2.0 specification and implemented reference implementations in Python and Java. The VOEvent 2.0 specification, which M. Graham and A. Drake have worked on, has become an IVOA Recommendation. Graham, Drake and Mahabal participated in the creation of the VAO time series demo for IAU 285. Graham presented the demo. Emery Bunn participated in discussions with the EPO group regarding the EPO Web site. Work is still ongoing from the Keck Institute for Space Studies workshop “Digging Deeper: Algorithms for Computationally Limited Searches in Astronomy” held in June, particularly focusing on the use of data mining for the time domain. A follow-up workshop will be held in December. Djorgovski and Graham organized the AstroInformatics 2011 workshop to be held in September 2011 in Sorrento, Italy. Djorgovski also co-organized a workshop on optical and infrared surveys for the IAU 285 meeting on time domain astronomy in Oxford, U.K. in September 2011.



High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center The HEASARC was active in many VAO WBS areas during the third quarter of 2011. In Management, T. McGlynn represents the HEASARC on the Program Council and represents the Operations WBS in the Management team. During this quarter he led a pair of team-wide efforts to define the VAO Web page structure and to explore the utility of, and determine the best implementation of, a content management system to use in the VAO Web site. McGlynn is the Operations lead. He organizes weekly telecons, distributes biweekly operations reports that summarize the activities of the VAO internal and external operations. M. Preciado continuously monitors the health of VAO, legacy NVO and general VO services. He is in frequent contact with other members of the VAO and external VO providers to resolve issues with the aliveness and integrity of VO data resources. Preciado also participates in the weekly Operations telecons.
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In the software development area, D. Hinshaw has developed a generalization of the VOTable rendering library used in number of VO applications as part of the general Portal effort. While development activity in this area has been limited this quarter, he has responded to interest in VOView from ESO and ALMA. Hinshaw has played a major role in the VAO Portal; including implementation of the SAM interface within the Portal which allows it to be tied to other VO aware tools, like TOPCAT or Aladin, and may also be used to help it communicate with other VAO tools. Hinshaw attends the Product Development and Portal telecons. B. Mattson is working with the VAO EPO effort and has coordinated activities with the EPO lead. P. Butterworth has been working as a member of the testing team in the User Support area. He is leading the testing effort for the cross-correlation tools and is also testing the VAO Portal. McGlynn has provided input to IVOA working groups in the TAP, VOTable and SAMP areas. Outside of VAO-supported activities, the HEASARC has made some modest changes to VOTable formats to better comply with the standard, addressing some of the issue seen by Preciado. The HEASARC’s Xamin Web interface provides integrated support for TAP and Cone queries of HEASARC tables, including some support for ADQL and PQL queries and both synchronous and asynchronous queries and supplements the existing cone search capability. Xamin can also read tables using all of the published DAL protocols. A SAMP capability is built into Xamin, allowing easy transmission of selected tables to other SAMP-enabled resources. Xamin is now publically available but not widely advertised.



Infrared Processing and Analysis Center B. Berriman serves as the IPAC PI, and as the VAO Program Manager, in which capacity he is responsible for day-to-day management for the VAO. He has performed the following tasks: 



With R. Hanisch (STScI), led the Quarterly Management Reviews.







Led weekly Management telecons.







Maintained project schedule.
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Chaired Program Council Meeting, July 2011.







Led preparation of the Year 2 Program Execution Plan.







Supported preparation of demonstrations of VAO Science Services for the Science Council and for The Astronomical Data Analysis Software & Systems XXI meeting, Paris, France.







Participated in reviews of science deliverable requirements.







Assumed role of Chair of the Configuration Management Board.



J. Good and C. Lau supported the successful integration of the R-Tree-based indexing service with the VO Portal. The indexed data includes most CDS and IRSA image and catalog holdings, plus a few others, and can spatially search several billion records in a few seconds at most. This functionality was successfully demonstrated to the VAO Science Council and the VAO Board of Directors. It is in operational use as part of the current beta Portal release. Good and B. Chan delivered, again for operational beta release, the Scalable Cross-Comparison service where the user can spatially match tables of sources to very large catalogs (e.g. 2MASS, SDSS, USNO-B1.0). This service is capable of handling arbitrarily large tables; the limiting factor is usually uploading the table to the service rather than the comparison time. The Scalable Cross-Comparison service is currently undergoing formal testing, supported by IPAC. Good also incorporated several sets of time series metadata (from the NASA Star and Exoplanet Database, the Harvard Time Series Center, and the Catalina Sky Survey from Caltech CACR) into the inventory used by the VAO Portal. These records include links to light curve analysis tools at IPAC and CACR (the NStED Periodogram and a Light Curve Characterization Services, respectively). This was, in part, to fulfill obligations to the VAO Interoperable Time Series science initiative. This service was part of a demonstration at IAU Symposium 285. M. Harbut acted as editor of the Year 2 Program Execution Plan. Berriman gave an invited presentation at the U.K. e-Science 2011 meeting in York, England, entitled “The Application of Cloud Computing to Scientific Workflows: A Study of Cost and Performance,” and participated in a panel discussion on “A Community Capability Model for Data-Intensive Research.”
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R. Ebert and O. Pevunova participated in design, development, deployment, testing and support of the VAO SED Toolkit (Iris). Completed tasks include: 



Release of Web/http services providing photometric data and SEDs from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) using VO-compatible program interfaces and query response standards to support testing the beta version of Iris;







Delivery and support of corresponding entries in the Test VAO Registry;







Deployment/installation, testing, packaging, and user functional testing of the Iris application bundle, both the beta release and the operational delivery that is currently awaiting release approval;







Delivery of an operational instance of the SED data services in support of the operational release candidate (permission to register the services in the Operations level of the VAO Registry is awaiting approval);







Initial work to address issues in the V1.0 release reported from VAO testing, for inclusion in a future update;







Initial planning for Year 2 enhancements to the SED services and toolkit.



M. Schmitz took part in numerous discussions with the PI of a VAO science collaboration involving a study of stars in the SMC (B. Madore of Carnegie Observatories) and he developed a work plan/proposal to integrate the "SMC**2" cross-matched catalog into NED (as a VAO partner) to provide public access to the extragalactic stars via a VO-compatible cone search service and to the extragalactic stellar SEDs via the new VAO Iris SED toolkit.



Johns Hopkins University A. Szalay has participated in VAO Executive Council meetings as the VAO Technical Advisor. A. Thakar is the Deputy for VAO Operations and the JHU Program Council member. As deputy for Operations, Thakar continues to assist T. McGlynn (HEASARC) with Operations Management, and contributes to biweekly progress reports and helps organize the weekly Ops telecons. Thakar continues to harvest, maintain and monitor the VAO usage logs from various VAO sites at JHU. In addition to six VAO currently being harvested at JHU—HEASARC, MAST, NOAO, NVO, VAO and JHU (Open SkyQuery)—
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Thakar is in discussions with STScI, IPAC and CfA to ensure the VAO Discovery Portal and SED services usage is being logged and to incorporate the Web logs for these services into the harvester at JHU. T. Budavari supervised the JHU effort on developing the Scalable Cross-Match facility, in particular D. Mishin’s work on VOSpace and N. Buddana’s work on creating pairwise (binary) cross-matches of the largest catalogs. Dmitry Mishin worked on implementing the Single-Sign-On (SSO) service in VOSpace, including support for X.509 certificates, support for the NCSA OpenID authentication service, and support for OAuth authentication that can be authorized by either X.509 or OpenID. Mishin also provided support for Nandrekar to integrate VOSpace with TapService (authorization, protocols). Mishin also completed several bug-fixes (mostly errors related to nonconformance with specification) and Web UI design changes related to VOSpace. He also developed the JUnit and Rest-assured test suites for the service. Buddana continued to work on creating the binary data sets for the largest archives. The cross-match procedures and results will comprise a separate cross-match database that will be available for querying with VAO tools. Buddana imported the GALEX database to the JHU database servers and generated binary cross-matches between the GALEX, USNO, TWOMASS, RC3 and ROSAT databases. Buddana also identified and fixed the bug in the VOTable parser library that was causing the memory exceptions and preventing the cross-matches from being served by the CasJobs interface. Buddana attended the VAO team meeting in Boston, Massachusetts and presented the functionality of the Cross-Comparison tool. D. Nandrekar continued to work on the TAP service, completing several improvements, debugging and testing. She added completely new features for VOSpace integration as well as an authentication package to use/sync SSO authentication for handling user-uploaded tables. Nandrekar attended the VAO team meeting in Boston, Massachusetts. Budavari, Nandrekar and Thakar supported the existing JHU VO services and sites (voservices.org, openskyquery.net, SDSS VO services). VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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Thakar attended the Boston team meeting and the Program Council meeting.



National Center for Supercomputing Applications R. Plante serves as the lead of Product Development (PD) and is the NCSA Program Council representative. As Product Development lead, he is a member of the Change Control Board. Plante and V. Yekkirala provide support for service validator services. Yekkirala also supports the VAO single-sign-on services. Plante has been working with S. Derriere of the Vizier Catalog service at CDS to improve the registration of their 6000 catalogs to provide better compliance to VO standards. Plante has been working with A. Mahabal (Caltech) to more fully develop the configuration management process to be integrated with the product development process. Plante is collaborating with B. Thomas (NOAO) in the setup and maintenance of the testing framework and environment. As Product Development lead and in collaboration with G. Greene (STScI), Plante organized the development project teams and presided over project reviews. He is defining a common build framework called VOSoft based on software development policies and leveraging open-source tools. Plante manages the support project, VAO Security for Portals and VOSpaces; V. Yekkirala is the primary developer for this project. In addition, we are also collaborating with another Web security expert at NCSA, T. Fleury, to update our VO Trust model to support strong, verified identities. Plante leads an effort to extend the VAO validation software to support new DAL standards. Plante is also leading the IVOA review of two registry extension schema standards. Plante attended the IVOA conference in Pune, India in October, and helped fill in for Registry Working Chair G. Greene (STScI) who could not attend. On the international level, he consults with several working groups on issues of integration with registries. .
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National Optical Astronomy Observatory B.Stobie serves as the Task Lead for User Support, and B, Thomas serves as Deputy Task Lead. Members of the User Support group at NOAO contributed to the development of test plans for the SED, Scalable Cross-Comparison, and Portal Science initiatives. This effort was led by Thomas. They also participated in testing the services for these initiatives. In the area of Standards and Protocols, R. Seaman supported the VOEvent S&P activities with participation in its biweekly meetings, various emails, and work on documents such as the VAO Transient Facility report. He was also a major contributor to the IAU Symposium 285, “New Horizons in Time Domain Astronomy.” M. Fitzpatrick continued development of the VO-IRAF Integration and VOClient Extensions projects for Product Development. During this quarter he implemented SAMP in the IRAF command environment, both for sending and receiving messages from other VO applications. The underlying SAMP library in the VOClient package was developed further to support users and is currently being reviewed by SAO and NRAO for possible inclusion in their applications. Also, initial work on the DAL/Registry access functions was undertaken and the toolbox applications that make use of these are being written. B. Thomas added a new test harness to the Continuous Build/Integration system to automatically test the SED Service project and worked on the technical integration of the CI/Build system with the Artifact repository. In the area of Operations, I. Barg worked with R. Plante (NCSA) to implement changes to the Product Development work flow. Barg prototyped T. Donaldson’s (STScI) request which was further modified by Plante. Barg continued to assist S. Emery Bunn (Caltech) in monitoring the JIRA ticketing system and all email posted to JIRA from users. Stobie worked with Emery Bunn and M. Huffman (AUI) to plan and order the giveaways (flash drives) for the winter AAS workshop and exhibit. Stobie worked with Emery Bunn, Huffman, B. Lawton (STScI), G. Muench (CfA), J. Lazio (Caltech), and R. Hanisch (STScI) on details for the workshop including its agenda.
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Stobie and Barg supported the Cambridge VAO team meeting in August. Fitzpatrick and Seaman supported the meeting electronically. Stobie also participated the science team meeting (and Fitzpatrick made an IRAF/VO presentation remotely). Stobie also supported the program management meeting. Stobie and Thomas contributed in the area of Management. Stobie developed the VAO Year 2 budget at NOAO and the User Support chapter of the Year 2 Project Execution Plan. She also monitored the progress of User Support deliverables as well as supported the weekly Program Council telecons and submitted biweekly progress reports to management. Thomas oversaw the efforts of each of the Quality Assurance and Testing teams including testing and product development meetings.



National Radio Astronomy Observatory The VAO team at NRAO currently consists of D. Tody (NRAO Program Council representative, S&P Deputy) and W. Young (development and technical support; CASA liason). B. Kent recently joined the NRAO scientific staff and will be contributing in-kind efforts at the 30-50% level to NRAO VAO during Year 2. Tody performed the following tasks during this quarter: 



Attended the VAO team meeting, Science Council meeting, and Program Council meeting in Boston in July.







Participated in generation of the Year 2 VAO Program Execution Plan.







Participated in a VAO Portal planning meeting held at STScI in early September, in particular to coordinate Portal development with the VAO Desktop Integration science initiative (the VAO Portal will be a component in the overall desktop research environment), and to represent the relevant IVOA standards affecting the Portal.







Continued development of the study project for the VAO Desktop Integration (DI) science initiative. An updated concept and scope for this was presented to the VAO Science Council in July. The OPTICON-funded grant project to develop the technology for the applications framework component of the VAO DI initiative concluded early the summer and work continued to update the final versions of the design documents. An iteration on the NOAO (IRAF) and NRAO (CASA) draft work plans was performed. Tody met with P. Greenfield at STScI in early September to discuss coordination on Python-related development, including the AstroPy project as well as Python development at
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STScI for Hubble and JWST. Additional planning, e.g. for CIAO is planned for the fall as the effort goes forward. 



Work on the ObsTAP-powered data discovery study project focused primarily on the ObsTAP standard, which was in the RFC stage throughout the summer. Discussions were held within NRAO on integrating ObsTAP indexing into the EVLA and ALMA archives. This will eventually serve as a use case for ObsTAP-based discovery within the VAO, in particular for access to radio data.



Tody is the deputy for VAO Standards and Protocols and the NRAO Program Council member. He performed the following standards development tasks: 



The initial ObsTAP RFC period concluded in early summer, followed by a review by the IVOA TCG. The draft specification was updated several times during this period in response to feedback. In particular there was extensive discussion of support for complex data such as for x-ray (Chandra, A. Rots).







A discussion list was set up within the IVOA for discussion of the SED data model. D. Tody posted a summary of the current state of the work identifying issues for discussion. A special session on the SED data model was held at the VAO team meeting in Boston, Massachusetts in July. Work on the SED data model and the related Spectrum and Time Series data models continued through the summer with the goal of reaching an agreement on the approach at the IVOA fall Interop in Pune.







The RFC for the Simple Spectral Access (SSA) version 1.1 update and the associated Spectrum data model 1.1 continued through the summer, including several updates to both specifications.



Young performed the following tasks in support of VAO: 



Developed a test plan and carried out extensive testing for the VO-IRAF Year 1 science initiative, which seeks to VO-enable IRAF (this is a precursor to the planned Year 2 VAO Desktop Integration science initiative which seeks to do the same thing for additional desktop software).







Continued work with I. Barg (NOAO) to mirror the VAO JIRA facility at NRAO in our virtual machine environment.







Set up a new server running VMWare ESXi to be dedicated to NRAO VO data services. While this is largely internal to NRAO, it will also be used as a use case to test VAO software including DALServer and related software for the ObsTAP discovery project.







Work to implement an Oracle DBMS and replicate the NRAO science archive (mainly for EVLA) continues. In part this will also support VAO development by serving as a real-world use case for Oracle DBMS support and ObsTAPpowered discovery.
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Young also contributes to planning for the VAO Desktop Integration science initiative study project, as a member of the CASA team (CASA is the primary data processing analysis system for ALMA and EVLA).



Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory The SAO VAO work is led by Principal Investigator G. Fabbiano. Fabbiano is the Chair of the Science Council. She convened the Council on July 27 and 28, and delivered a report to the VAO Director. A. Rots is the Task Lead for Data Curation and Preservation, and SAO representative to the Program Council. A. Muench provided test support to the VAO Portal project and attended the Portal planning meeting in September by Webex. He proposed regression test query; documented uses; tested using query to document uneven and inconsistent service responses; and provided tester feedback on Portal features released in October 2011. Muench continued development of Forum, including new features for email subscriptions and seeding of forum with example questions. Alpha release to VAO team on August 5; Beta release in early October with invites to astrobites, astrobetter, CfA user group, IPAC/IRSA user group; total audience reached by email invitation: ~100. Muench is planning a VAO Workshop/Expo in Boston, Massachusetts for November 2011 and participated in AAS workshop planning. He also began planning to create screencast tutorials based on Expo/Workshop with R. D’Abrusco and participated in testing Iris. J. Evans continued to lead the SED development project with science lead support from R. D'Abrusco and component support by S. Doe, M. CresitelloDittmar, O. Laurino, B. Refsdal and N. Bonaventura (SAO); I. Busko (STScI), R. Ebert and O. Pevunova (IPAC). August activities centered on releasing Iris beta 2.5. Final improvements to the code and response to testing were completed, along with documentation and packaging. A project review was held on August 5. The team responded to 2 actions and the Iris package was ready for release on August 9. The VAO published the web location and announced the release on August 19.
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Later in August, the team focused on the Iris Release v1.0 upgrades targeted for the end of September. A short list of enhancements and bug fixes were identified and the team worked to complete them. Included in the list was a SAMP interface between SEDImporter and Specview for file transfer, an Iris smoke test that verifies a good installation of Iris at the user’s site, and several data handling and plotting upgrades. Iris documentation was updated to include a download and help section for SEDLib as a stand-alone package. This will provide an opportunity for external developers and data providers to make use of this library to generate VAO compatible SED files. An Internal Beta 2.6 release was made available to the Test team on September 02, followed by an internal version of Iris v1.0 for a final round of review on September 19. The documentation was upgraded and final packaging completed on October 7. Iris v1.0 is scheduled for release in mid-October. Toward Year 2 activities, the SED Requirements document was updated by R D'Abrusco on August 29. The team reviewed the Year 2 requirements and mapped them to project components. A trade study was initiated to rework some of the infrastructure of Iris to modularize the components at a library (rather than application) level. The study is under way and will be concluded by the end of October. An Iris PDD for Year 2 was initiated. An Iris step release is targeted on the end of year timeframe. Planning is under way for an Iris and DAME workshop component at the AAS meeting in January 2012, supported by Laurino and D'Abrusco. The Seleste team, led by P. Zografou, added more features to the TAP client GUI including geometry functions and a name resolver, and improved the query criteria builder and some of the jobs management features. Improvements were made to the CLI help and documentation. The TAP client code was configured locally using SVN and Maven. The team set up an account at the VAO repository and checked a partial alpha version. Discussed pre-release outside of the VAO system to support VAO users forum in November. P. Protopapas provided support, on behalf of the Harvard’s Time Series Center, for the prototype time series tools demo at IAU Symposium 285 in Oxford, U.K.
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Space Telescope Science Institute The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) VAO activities include participation as a NASA archive data center and NSF-funded organization. The primary work areas include Management, Product Development, User Support and Testing (US&T), and Education and Public Outreach (EPO). There are also contributions to the Operations and Standards and Protocols (S&) work areas described in this report. R. Hanisch is the VAO DIrecrtor, G. Greene is the Deputy Task Lead and STScI representative to the Program Council. B Lawton is Task Lead for Education and Public Outreach. Product Development: T. Donaldson continues to lead development of the VAO Data Discovery Tool science initiative, a Web technology-based science user application. Donaldson implemented a lean development process to maximize productivity in a low staff resource project environment, including leveraging of shared infrastructure components with the STScI MAST archive. One key method he implemented for the Data Discovery Tool development process was to derive requirements from a variety of sources, and then to organize, prioritize, assign and track all the work via more than 100 JIRA tickets (see User Support and Testing description in this section). The VAO Data Discovery Tool completed a public beta release in August. This tool was demonstrated at the VAO team meeting and the VAO Science Council meeting (G. Greene). For this past quarter, Donaldson developed new Web application capabilities for importing, exporting, manipulating and displaying tabular data, visualizing preview images and accessing publication information. He also developed object-oriented infrastructure for flexible widget layout and communication. In coordination with the VAO Product Development and Data Discovery Tool testing lead, D. Shaw, and Donaldson conducts weekly Portal development and testing telecons. Donaldson trained a new developer (G. Wallace) for additional contributions to the Portal’s JavaScript. T. Dower completed API development of the VAO registry support tool as a backend service for the VAO Data Discovery Tool. She also developed a new Registry VAO publishing interface for data providers to register new IVOAcompliant services. The registry publishing system is currently in the initial functional testing phase. Dower has coordinated and co-developed with D. Hinshaw (GSFC-HEASARC) the Data Discovery Tool asynchronous service access to Datascope, the
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underlying application which completes a spatial search based on coordinates and radius. A key component for the SED science initiative product development for Iris is the STScI SpecView visualization tool. I. Busko continues to lead development for SpecView and work closely with the SED project to develop the Iris integration to the NED SED services and Sherpa modeling and fitting analysis tool. Busko also continues to provide development support for necessary features for SpecView to enable SAMP, an IVOA standard messaging tool which allows connectivity of the results obtained in SpecView to exchange data. He has participated in the development efforts of the public beta and first full version release of this project. User Support and Testing: R. Thompson has continued to work as lead QA&T for the SED science initiative project. In this past quarter, Thompson organized weekly telecons to review the testing and status of the Iris tool and continues to engage with testing user groups at STScI and with the other SED-participating organizations. Thompson completed a full test installation and build of Iris on the STScI archive systems. He has completed a formal test plan and documented a full test report for the Iris beta and first full release, which was submitted to the VAO Document Repository and VAO Management. Thompson is also filing through the VAO JIRA ticketing system bug reports for Iris. G. Greene is participating in the User Support and Testing weekly telecons as deputy lead representative for Product Development to facilitate interaction between work areas. In support of the VAO testing infrastructure, G. Greene augmented the STScI Jenkins Continuous Integration test framework at STScI with FXCOP for analysis of software builds. The VAO registry is currently running in the Jenkins system and monitored externally by lead of VAO testing. The Data Discovery Portal planning for ingest to the Jenkins system is underway. Operations: Dower participates regularly with the Operations work area for the curation and maintenance of the VAO registry. The STScI operations registry effort completed the implementation of a curation and validation control policy in coordination with GSFC-HEASARC. As part of the VAO Operations working group, Dower continues to work with the assessment process for deprecating validation levels and notifications to data providers for invalid services (typically non-compliant standard with less frequent failures in query response). This effort improves the overall performance of the VAO registry interfaces in supporting development of VO-compliant Client Tools which support science user data analysis and visualization using the IVOA data provider services hosted in the STScI VAO registry. Approximately 100 services were identified as invalid: about 80 are minor and correctable for compliance, 19 IVOA services were deprecated VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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due to major test data failures and one service was repaired in response to notification. Education and Public Outreach: The EPO effort at STScI is described in more detail in the EPO work area quarterly section. STScI EPO activity highlights have centered on building outside collaborations with Microsoft (formal education), Zooniverse (citizen science), NASA's Night Sky Network (informal education), and VAMP (VO standards of NASA press-release images). STScI EPO and VAO Management staff has conducted meetings with each of these groups the past quarter. For Zooniverse STScI has developed a framework for collaboration in coordination with the VAO Product Development working group built around providing a Web-based API of the Data Discovery Tool and the Cross-Match Tool. Management and Community Participation: Hanisch attended the VAO team meeting, Science Council meeting, and Program Council meeting at SAO in July, and the IAU Symposium 285 (New Horizons in Time Domain Astronomy, coChair of the Science Organizing Committee) in Oxford, England and AstroInformatics 2011 conference in Sorrento, Italy in September. He also planned the August telecon meeting of the VAO Board of Directors, conducted a search for a new VAO Project Scientist (J. Lazio, JPL), and recruited a chair for the VAO User's Committee (C. Miller, U. Michigan). He worked with the senior management team on the Year 2 Project Execution Plan, which was submitted to NSF/NASA on 1 September. Hanisch gave a presentation about the VAO to the STScI summer students and will be giving an oral presentation on the VAO science initiatives at the upcoming ADASS conference in Paris. Hanisch also participated in weekly VAO Executive and Management telecons, product development requirements and design reviews, and monthly telecons between the VAO Executive and the chair of the Science Council. Lawton has been leading the coordination of the VAO EPO program and working with JHU and HEASARC VAO EPO partners to communicate the VAO EPO program. He presented the VAO program formal education philosophy, goals, and implementation strategy at the ASP meeting in July and at the Chicago retreat of the NASA Science Mission Directorate's Astrophysics EPO community in September in coordination with B. Mattson (HEASARC). Greene participates in the VAO Product Development weekly Management telecons and coordinates with PD lead R. Plante on project management plans, requirements, and design for the software development process. As part of the Year 2 planning effort, Greene coordinated a VAO STScI September meeting for Year 2 Portal Product Development with the goal of establishing science drivers and derived use cases for the Portal development efforts. VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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Greene has been leading an initiative to develop a Systems Engineering Working Group in support of the VAO Program Execution Plan for Year 2. This group is newly formed and consists of several members in the VAO team to develop a charter, perform audit of systems engineering practices in the VAO, and facilitate the interface development in coordinated efforts across the VAO Work Areas, for example: User Support and Testing integration with Product Development, the implementation of an Operational Deployment plans for new Product Development Releases, and overall VAO documentation support for the various VAO architectural partitions. Greene and Lawton attended the VAO team meeting, Science Council meeting, and Program Council meeting at SAO in July. Greene is the organizational lead at STScI and oversees the STScI NASA – VAO MAST grant, the VAO, LLC subaward, and the resource and staffing levels at STScI.
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Appendix A. Technical Documents and Presentations Presentations Iris (SED tools), Seleste (TAP Client), and AstroExplorer (semantic discovery tool) were all demoed and presented at the VAO team meeting and to the VAO Science Council in July (Cambridge, MA), as demonstration were prepared for the VAO Board (video conference) and the IVOA Interop (Pune, India) in October, and at ADASS in November (Paris, France). G.B. Berriman: “The Application of Cloud Computing to Scientific Workflows: A Study of Cost and Performance,” U.K. e-Science 2011 meeting, York, England, September 2011. R. D’Abrusco: Knowledge Discovery Workflows for Exploration of Complex Multiwavelength Astronomical Datasets, Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy, September 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Science in Cyberspace, JPL, Pasadena, CA. July 2011. S. G. Djorgovski: Various short presentations at the ICIS workshop “Accelerating Discovery: Human-Computer Symbiosis 50 Years On” Park City, UT. July 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Evolving Science and Technology in Cyberspace, Workshop on Advanced Mathematical Tools for Frontier Astronomy and Other Massive Data-Driven Sciences, Pucon, Chile. August 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Automated Event Classification in Synoptic Sky Surveys, Workshop on Advanced Mathematical Tools for Frontier Astronomy and Other Massive Data-Driven Sciences, Pucon, Chile. August 2011 S.G. Djorgovski: Organized and led the workshop on optical and NIR surveys at the IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Science strategies of synoptic sky surveys IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011
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S.G. Djorgovski: Organized and led the Astroinformatics 2011 conference, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Scientific collaboration, data visualization, and education in virtual environments Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 S. G. Djorgovski: Teaching methods of computational science at Caltech Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 C. Donalek: Automated classification of transients Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 A. Drake: The Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (poster presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 G. Fabbiano: VAO Science Priorities, Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy, September 2011 M. Graham: The VAO Transient Facility (poster presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 M. Graham: The VAO Transient Facility (workshop presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 M. Graham: VAO time series demo (workshop presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 M. Graham: Organized and led the Practical Astrosemantics workshop Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 R. Hanisch: Data Discovery, Access, and Management with the Virtual Observatory, Workshop on Advanced Mathematical Tools for Frontier Astronomy and Other Massive Data-Driven Sciences, Pucon, Chile. August 2011 R. Hanisch: NVO Summer School Experiences Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy, September 2011 A. Mahabal: Using object characteristics for classification (poster presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 A. Mahabal: Classification algorithms for time series analysis (workshop VAO Quarterly Report July 1, 2011 – September 30, 2011
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presentation) IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011 A. Mahabal: WWT and Astroinformatics in India Astroinformatics 2011, Sorrento, Italy. September 2011 A. Rots: The Importance of Timing Metadata, IAU 285, Oxford, U.K. September 2011



Other Publications Towards an Automated Classification of Transient Events in Synoptic Sky Surveys, Djorgovski, S.G., Donalek, C., Mahabal, A., Moghaddam, B., Turmon, M., Graham, M., Drake, A., Sharma, N., & Chen, Y. 2011 Statistical Analysis and Data Mining, ref. proc. CIDU 2011 conf., eds. A. Srivasatva & N. Chawla, in press. Discovery, Classification, and Scientific Exploration of Transient Events from the Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey, Mahabal, A., Djorgovski, S.G., Drake, A., Donalek, C., Graham, M., Moghaddam, B., Turmon, M., Williams, R., Beshore, E., & Larson, s. 2011, Bull. Astr. Soc. India, 39, 000. Extracting Knowledge from Massive Astronomical Data Sets, Brescia, M., Cavuoti, S., Djorgovski, S.G., Donalek, C., Longo, G., & Paolillo, M. 2011,in Astrostatistics and Data Mining in Large Astronomical Databases, eds. L.M. Barrosaro et al., Springer Series on Astrostatistics, in press. IVOA Spectrum Data Model Version 1.1, McDowell, J., Tody, D., Budavari, T., … Protopapas, P., Rots, A., Thompson, R., … Laurino, O., et al. IVOA Observation Data Model Core Components and Implementation in the Table Access Protocol Version 1.0 (ObsTAP), Louys, M.,.. Tody, D., et al. IVOA SimpleDALRegExt: Describing Simple Data Access Services Version 1.0, Plante, R., Salgado, J., Harrison, P., Tody, D., et al.
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IVOA StandardsRegExt: A VOResource Schema Extension for Describing IVOA Standards, Harrison, P., … Plante, R., et al. IVOA Sky Event Reporting Metadata Version 2.0, Seaman, R., … Fitzpatrick, M., Graham, M., … Rots, A., et al.
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Appendix B. Acronyms and Abbreviations Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized) 2MASS AAAS



AAS



Two Micron All-Sky Survey American Association for the Advancement of Science American Astronomical Society



AAVSO



American Association of Variable Star Observers



ADS



NASA Astrophysics Data System Virtual Library



AGN



active galactic nucleus (or nuclei)



AIP/SPS



American Institute of Physics/Society of Physics Students



An international non-profit scientific and educational organization of amateur and professional astronomers who are interested in stars that change in brightness.



A compact region at the center of a galaxy that has a much higher luminosity over at least some portion, and possibly all, of the electromagnetic spectrum.



AIPS



Astronomical Image Processing System



A software package by NRAO used for interactive and batch calibration and editing of radio interferometric data, and for the calibration, construction, display and analysis of astronomical images made from those data using Fourier synthesis methods.



ALMA



Atacama Large Millimeter Array



An array of 66 high-precision antennae located in Chile used for sub-millimeter observing.
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



APOD



APS



Astronomy Picture of the Day



A popular Web site that showcases an astronomical photo each day. The site is a service of NASA’s Astrophysics Science Division (ASD) and Michigan Technological University



American Physical Society



ADQL



Astronomical Data Query Language



arXiv



Pronounced as “archive,” with the X as a hard K sound as in “LaTex”



AUI



Associated Universities, Inc.



AURA



Associated Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc



An automated electronic archive and distribution server for research articles. maintained and operated by the Cornell University Library.



A group of interrelated Web development methods used on the client-side to create interactive Web applications. With Ajax, Web applications can retrieve data from the server asynchronously in the background without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page.



Ajax



ASCOT



An experimental desktop analysis environment



ASKAP



A next-generation radio telescope being developed by CSIRO that will incorporate novel receiver technologies and leading-edge ICT systems.



Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
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Acronyms and Abbreviations



Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



A system that automates the compile/test cycle required by most software projects to validate code changes. By automatically rebuilding and testing the tree each time something has changed, build problems are pinpointed quickly, before other developers are inconvenienced by the failure.



BuildBot



CACR



CANDELS



Center for Advanced Computing Research Cosmic Assembly/Nearinfrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey A software packaged developed by NRAO with the goal of supporting the data post-processing needs of the next generation of radio astronomical telescopes.



CASA



Common Astronomy Software Applications



CDS



Centre de donneés astronomiques de Strasbourg



CIAO



From “s’sciavo,” meaning “I am your servant” in Italian (Venetian dialect)



Software developed to analyze data returned by the Chandra X-ray Observatory.



continuous integration system



A system that periodically and automatically builds a software tool and (possibly) runs its unit tests.



Citation Typing Ontology



An ontology for describing the nature of reference citations in scientific research articles and other scholarly works.



CIS



CiTO



CM



configuration management, or Configuration Manager
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



COROT COSMA



CRTS



CUDA



DALServer DAME DM



EPO



A European space mission that searches for extrasolar planets with short orbital periods, and performs asteroseismology by measure solarlike oscillations in stars.



COnvection ROtation and planetary Transits Cosmic Sky Machine for Astrophysics



Catalina Real-time Transient Survey



A synoptic astronomical survey that covers 30,000 sq. degrees of the sky to discover rare and interesting transient phenomena using data by the three dedicated telescopes of the Catalina Sky Survey (CSS) NEO project.



Compute Unified Device Architecture



A proprietary parallel computing architecture that enables dramatic increases in computing performance by harnessing the power of the GPU (graphics processing unit).



Data Access Layer Server Data Mining and Exploration



An extensible, astronomer-friendly data mining platform.



data mining A variety of activities conducted by research institutes, universities, and institutions such as science museum that are aimed at promoting public awareness and understanding of science.



Education and Public Outreach
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



A celestial coordinate system centered on the Sun and aligned with the apparent center of the Milky Way galaxy. The "equator" is aligned to the galactic plane. Similar to geographic coordinates, positions in the galactic coordinate system have latitudes and longitudes.



Equatorial J2000



EVLA



Expanded Very Large Array



An array of 27 antennas with 25-meter diameters located in New Mexico.



Gaia



A mission to chart a three-dimensional map of the Milky Way, and in the process, reveal the composition, formation and evolution of the Galaxy. Set to launch in 2013.



GALEX



Galaxy Evolution Explorer



An orbiting, ultraviolet space telescope launched in April 2003 to determine the distance between Earth and several hundred thousand galaxies, as well as the rate of star formation in each galaxy.



GPU



graphical processing units Named after Jim Gray, a Microsoft Research Scientist, and Beowulf, the original computer cluster developed at NASA that used “off-the-shelf” hardware.



A set of software services and design principles that use commodity hardware and Microsoft server software to provide low-cost scalable cluster computing for data-intensive applications.



GSC2



Guide Star Catalogue II



Also known as the Hubble Space Telescope, Guide Catalog (HSTGC). It is a star catalog compiled to support HST with targeting off-axis stars.



GSFC



Goddard Space Flight Center



GWS



Grid and Web Services



GrayWulf
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



HEASARC



High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center



Hudson HST



An open-source build server. Hubble Space Telescope



IPAC



Infrared Processing and Analysis Center



A multi-mission center of expertise for long-wavelength astrophysics that carries out data-intensive processing tasks for NASA's infrared and submillimeter astronomy programs.



IRAF



Image Reduction and Analysis Facility



A general purpose software system for the reduction and analysis of astronomical data.



IRSA



Infrared Science Archive



An online archive of data and science products for NASA’s infrared and submillimeter missions.



IRTF



InfraRed Telescope Facility



A 3.0-meter telescope optimized for infrared observations and located at the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawai`i.



IVOA Interop



IVOA TCG



International Virtual Observatory Alliance Interoperability meeting International Virtual Observatory Alliance Technical Coordination Group



A compiled programming language that allows application developers to write code that can run on any platform.



Java



JIRA



A group composed of the Chairs and Vice Chairs of IVOA Working Group and interest groups that reviews and proposed IVOA recommendations.



Truncation of "Gojira," the Japanese name for Godzilla
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A proprietary issue-tracking product the VAO will use as its Help Desk issue/bug tracking system.



Acronyms and Abbreviations



Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized) JPL



Jet Propulsion Laboratory Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory



A facility dedicated to the detection of cosmic gravitational waves and the harnessing of these waves for scientific research.



LOw Frequency ARray



A multi-purpose sensor array designed to force a breakthrough in sensitivity for astronomical observations at radio-frequencies below 250 MHz.



LLC



limited liability company



A form of business enterprise that blends elements of partnership and corporate structures. It is a legal form of a company that provides limited liability to its owners within the vast majority of United States jurisdictions.



LSST



Large Synoptic Survey Telescope



A facility that will produce a wide-field astronomical survey of the Universe using an 8.4-meter ground-based telescope.



MAST



Multi-mission Archive at Space Telescope



MOU



Memorandum of Understanding



NASA



National Aeronautics Space Administration



NCSA



National Center for Supercomputing Applications



LIGO



LOFAR



NED



NOAO



An online, knowledge-based database and archive for extragalactic astronomy.



NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database National Optical Astronomical Observatory
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized) NRAO



National Radio Astronomy Observatory



NSF



National Science Foundation



NStED



NASA/IPAC/NExScI Star and Exoplanet Database



NVO



National Virtual Observatory



MERLIN



Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network



PEP PI



A general purpose stellar and exoplanet archive to support NASA's planet finding and characterization activities.



Project Execution Plan Principal Investigator Program Query Language



A programming language for expressing patterns of events on objects.



ObsCore



Observation Core



An IVOA data model that describes the necessary metadata for multiwavelength data discovery queries.



ObsTAP



Observation Table Access Protocol



PQL



Orange



An open-source data mining and machine-learning software suite.



Python



An open-source, interpreted, objectoriented programming language.



PQL



Program Query Language



OPO



Office of Public Outreach
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



RabbitMQ



An open-source instant messaging system based on the emerging AMQP standard.



RapidMiner



An open-source software system used in data mining and analysis.



REST



RLG



ROSAT



SAMP



REpresentational State Transfer



A style of software architecture for distributed hypermedia systems, such as the World Wide Web.



Research Libraries Group



A U.S.-based library consortium that developed standards and tools for computerized library systems. It merged with OCLC in 2006.



ROentgen SATellite



An X-ray observatory developed through a cooperative program between Germany, the U. S., and the U. K.



Simple Application Messaging Protocol



A messaging protocol that enables astronomy software tools to interoperate and communicate.



SAO



Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory



SEDs



Spectral Energy Distributions



SemDB



Data-Literature Semantic Database



SDSS



Sloan Digital Sky Survey The name of the TAP client software being developed by the VAO.



Seleste SHA



The interface to all data gathered by the Spitzer Space Telescope.



Spitzer Heritage Archive
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



Sherpa



A modeling and fitting software tool that is part of the CIAO software packaged developed by Chandra Xray Observatory



SIAPV2



The second generation of an IVOA standard that defines a protocol for retrieving image data from a variety of astronomical image repositories through a uniform interface.



Simple Image Access Protocol 2



SkyAlert



A clearinghouse of VOEvent notices that individuals may subscribe to and/or monitor the from various event streams and feeds.



SSO



single sign-on



Technology that allows users to gain access to multiple systems using a single, central authentication method or interface.



Set of Identifications, Measurements, and Bibliography for Astronomical Data



An astronomical database that provides basic data, crossidentifications and a bibliography for astronomical objects outside the solar system.



SIMBAD



SMC



Small Magellanic Cloud



Solr



An open-source search server based on the Lucene Java search library.



Specview



A tool developed at STScI for 1-D spectral visualization and analysis of astronomical spectrograms.



STScI



Space Telescope Science Institute
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



TA



TAP



TSC



One of the seven work areas of the VAO project that advises the VAO on technology choices that best support VAO goals.



Technology Assessment



Table Access Protocol



A VO standard that defines a service protocol for accessing general table data, including astronomical catalog and general database tables.



Time Series Center



A project at Harvard University dedicated to creating the world’s largest data center for time series, and developing algorithms to understand various aspects of those time series. A type of database that is very efficient at storing character information. Queries consist of short, three-part statements (subjectpredicate-object).



triplestore (also TripleStore)



United States Naval Observatory B1.0 catalog



An all-sky catalog of digitized photographic plates from observations covering the years 1949-2002.



UWS



Universal Worker Service



An IVOA specification that defines how to manage asynchronous execution of jobs on a service.



VAO



Virtual Astronomical Observatory



USNO-B



VAO, LLC



VO-CLI VO



Virtual Astronomical Observatory, Limited Liability Corporation Virtual Observatory Command-Line Interface



A set of tools developed by the NVO that use a command-line interface.



Virtual Observatory
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



VAOBase



Virtual Astronomical Observatory Base ontology



VAOBib



Virtual Astronomical Observatory Bibliographic ontology



VAOObserv



Virtual Astronomical Observatory Observational Ontology



Virtual Observatory Client



A software package that provides a high-level, programmable interface between desktop applications and the distributed VO framework, providing access to remote VO data and services, reference implementations for VO data providers and end-user applications.



VOG



VAO Oversight Group



A group convened by NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences (AST) to provide oversight of the VAO and act as a point-of-contact for NSF and NASA and the Project Director.



VOSI



Virtual Observatory Support Interfaces



VOClient



VOSpace VOView



WBS



Virtual Observatory Space



The IVOA interface to distributed storage.



Virtual Observatory View



A Web utility used to view large data tables within a Web browser.



Work Breakdown Structure



A definition and description of a project’s discrete work elements and tasks that helps organize and define the total work scope of the project. A collection of machine-learning algorithms for data mining tasks.



Weka
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Full Name Term



Definition



(proper nouns are capitalized)



WISE



Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer



WSBP



Web Services Basic Profile
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Appendix C. Roster The follow table lists all of the individuals who are mentioned in this document as a VAO participant or third-party collaborator. Each person’s home institution is also provided for reference purposes. First Initial, Last Name



Institution



A. Accomazzi



SAO



A. Drake



Caltech



A. Koekemoer



STScI



A. Mahabal



Caltech



A. Micol



ESA



A. Muench



SAO



A. Rots



SAO



A. Schaaff



CDS



A. Szalay



JHU



A. Thakar



JHU



B. Baker



NCSA



B. Berriman



IPAC



B. Eisenhamer



STScI



B. Lawton



STScI



B. Madore



Carnegie Observatories



B. Mattson



HEASARC



B. Refsdal



SAO



B. Stobie



NOAO



B. Thomas



NOAO
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Roster



First Initial, Last Name



Institution



C. Biemesderfer



AAS



C. Christian



VAMP



C. Donalek



Caltech



C. Lintott



Oxford



C. Miller



University of Michigan



D. De Young



NOAO



D. Durand



NRC-HIA



D. Hinshaw



HEASARC



D. McCallister



STScI



D. Mishin



JHU



D. Nandrekar



JHU



D. Tody



NRAO



Dr. Stephen Wolfram



CEO, Wolfram Research



E. Feigelson



Penn. State



E. Metsger



JHU



F. Summer



STScI



F. Bonnarel



CDS



F. Stoehr



HEASARC



H. Ferguson



STScI/CANDELS PI



G. Djorgovski



Caltech



G. Evrard



University of Michigan



G. Fabbiano



SAO



G. Fekete



JHU
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Roster



First Initial, Last Name



Institution



G. Green



STScI



G. Schwarz



AAS



G. Squires



VAMP



G. Wallace



STScI



H. Ryer



STScI



I. Barg



NOAO



I. Busko



STScI



J. Barnsby



IOP



J. Bloom



UC Berkeley



J. Evans



SAO



J. Fay



Microsoft



J. Good



IPAC



J. Harris



STScI



J. Lazio



JPL



J. Mazzarella



IPAC



J. McDowell



SAO



J. Miller



SAO



J. Raddick



JHU



J. Salgado



ESAC



K. Bohemier



STScI



K. Levay



MAST



L. Dobos



JHU



L. Frattare



VAMP
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First Initial, Last Name



Institution



M. Cresitello-Dittmar



SAO



M. Detleitner



ARI



M. Fitzpatrick



NOAO



M. Graham



Caltech



M. Lacy



NAASC



M. Louys



CDS/ULP



M. Nieto-Santisteban



STScI



M. Preciado



HEASARC



M. Schmitz



IPAC



M. Taylor



U. of Bristol, U.K.



M. Wenger



CDS



N. Buddana



JHU



O. Pevunova



IPAC



O. Laurino



SAO



P. Butterworth



HEASARC



P. Dowler



incoming DAL Chair



P. Grosbøl



ESO



P. Protopapas



SAO



Q. Fan



STScI



R. D'Abrusco



SAO



R. Dave



SAO



R. Ebert



IPAC



R. Hanisch



STScI
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Institution



R. Hurt



VAMP



R. Plante



NCSA



R. Seaman



NOAO



R. Shaw



NOAO



R. Williams



Caltech



R. Corfield



IOP



S. Derriere



CDS



S. Djorgovski



Caltech



S. Doe



SAO



S. Emery Bunn



Caltech



S. Leifer



JPL



S. Metchev



State University of New York, Stony Brook



T. Bosch



CDS



T. Budavari



JHU



T. DiLauro



JHU



T. Donaldson



STScI



T. Dower



STScI



T. Fleury



NCSA



T. McGlynn



HEASARC



V. Yekkirala



NCSA



W. Hunter



NRAO



W. Young



NRAO



Y. Zografou



SAO
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